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TRANSFORMATIONAL
RECONSTRUCTION
By: Shingo Sato

Shingo Sato, innovative pattern maker and designer is one
of the leading ﬁgures of a new movement in the fashion
industry to revive the art of pattern making that is the
starting point for a design. Shingo Sato’s ‘Transformational
Reconstruction’ is a combination of techniques of ﬂat
patternmaking and three-dimensional draping on the
dress form. The pattern maker becomes the designer with
intuitive, artistic and innovative methods. The main
objective is to dismantle boundaries and rebuild without
limitations.
This workshop enabled students to experiment with
pattern cutting and design. Students learnt complex
techniques of origami, TR pattern cutting, TR draping, box
insertion, etc. to create pieces with unusually elegant
seaming that let the materials ﬂow around the body.
Futuristic shapes, optical illusions and mind-bending fabric
transitions are Shingo Sato’s trademark and reﬂected in
student’s work.

THE ‘Z’S’

Understanding the ‘z’ generation (of course dear students) born
in time frame of 1995-2015 are an experience to be with! This
generations are bone with technology as an inherent part of their
survivals. A task-hopping generation, are super fast as they were
born with internet world. They hardly can (I think) image a world
without netﬂix -amazon-earphones-i-pads-mobile…!
They are the multi tasks to say! With a ‘super-tech’ attitude for
everything in- and-around them. They could even relate their
emotions and concerns for life also to technology. This was
demonstrated in a recent 3-day event at Karnavati university
–ADW, ahmedabad design week. The guest for day-2- ‘Yahuda and
Maya Devir’an Israeli comic artists and the creators of popular web
comics ”One of Those Days” -show casing their happenings in life
& documenting the joy-struggle-intimate moments…all illustrated
in a comic serial. It was overwhelming to see all the ‘z’s scream on
their presentations and it was like a icon of their life- in front of
them. Crowd was very well able to relate to their own emotional
queries, ﬁnding their answer into Yahuda & Maya’s illustrations!
With a bewilderment into the fact as- Are ‘z’s decree to their
emotions difﬁcult to express? This generation seems to be in quest
for authenticity for greater freedom of expression and greater
openness to understand life. A question to Indian society, as-‘Are
we not losing the humane touch-humane feel-humane sense from
humane-to-humane’.But, also to say, Z’s are the one which are
making a quote” …that world is changing,” other-wise it would
have gone unnoticed!

KISHORI DALWADI
Assistant Director
School of Interior Design, UID

INTIMATE WEAR
AND LINGERIE
By: Janice Mee
School of Fashion Design- B. Des Semester V.
The School of Fashion Design hosted a
workshop on Intimate wear and Lingerie,
conducted by Ms. Janice Mee. She is an
emeritus member of The International
Foundation
of
Fashion
Technology
Institutes (IFFTI) and former Principal
Lecturer of De Montfort University,
Leicester. She is a pioneer on the subject.
Intimate wear refers to undergarments for
men and women. Generally, visually
appealing undergarments for women are
referred to as Lingerie. This workshop was
an excellent ﬁrst stage for a career in the
intimate apparel industry by developing
student’s potential towards the demand for
specialized design talent.
.

The 10-day workshop covered various
pieces of lingerie from soft bra to wired bra,
bustier and basque. The students were
given inputs on anatomy of the bra,
anatomy of the human body, terminology of
lingerie pieces, realization of these pieces
through draping, pattern making and
garment construction. They also learnt
about specialized fabrics like laces, different
stretch, power net and understructures like
boning, underwire, etc. Students also learnt
about ﬁt correction of the intimate pieces.
The workshop culminated in each student
creating a soft bra and a bustier in a range
of fabrics, from lace to cotton, denim to jute.

CAN STORIES TELL
THEMSELVES?
By Sambit Kumar Pradhan
Asst. Professor,
Visual Communication, UI D
“Wait! Don’t jump! Please…”

“Words, are our most powerful source of magic.”
- J K Rowling, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows.
I sometimes pause without realizing and marvel at the sheer ingenuity of languages. They are
perhaps the most enduring, adaptable and collaborative of all human innovations. Their sheer
numbers across the world stand testament to the immense capacity of the human mind. Since
their origin they have taken a life of their own. They evolve, they adapt, they amalgamate and
lend themselves to media beyond just the verbal and the written. And like any other life forms
only the ﬁttest have survived. One of the major reasons for that I like to believe is that those
languages had good stories to tell.
Apart from music, stories are perhaps the most universal levellers for our species. Everyone
loves a good story. Knowledge is absorbed the fastest when served within a good story. While
we might not ﬁnd enough time for them in our rushing lives these days, we all yearn to;
whether we admit it or not. They were the primal modes of education. They have been the
modes of communication across cultures, ethnicities and generations. They entertained,
informed, enthralled and inspired. And they also have been instruments of propaganda on one
end and on the other hand they have had the power to bring about revolutionary changes.
And they still continue to do so. Having said this, a story has no value if it is not told and retold.
Born ﬁrst out of one’s experience or creativity, a story too needs to be nourished and nurtured.
A story grows when it is shared. Every time it is told, it takes on a little something of its teller.
And as it is told and retold over and over, far and wide it gradually sinks its roots deeper within
and often across cultures, societies and humanity itself. It spreads out its branches which
sometimes ﬂower and even bear new fruits. And these fruits seed more stories and over time,
an entire ecosystem of stories begins to ﬂourish. All this, only if a story is told. Retold.
Stories can perhaps form by themselves but they cannot tell themselves. They need us. So, if
you have a story you must tell it. You owe it to your story. It is your responsibility. Otherwise, it
will decay and fall into rot;a pernicious decay which could cause harm without you even
realizing it. Telling a story not only gives new life to the story but also brings one catharsis and
makes space for positivity to ﬁll in, especially if the story is a tough one to tell. Such stories
when shared have the power to heal, inspire forgiveness, bring people together and be the
triggers of constructive change.

Do You Have A Story? Tell It. Now!
“… let me jump with you. We’ll swim together.”

FASHION DESIGN
STUDENTS VISIT KUTCH
The School of Fashion Design, UID
organised a study trip to Kutch for a
group of students to introduce
students with various cultures and its
effects on design. Students visited
Khamir (NGO) to see how recycling
of plastic waste was converted into
fabrics and then into products like
bags, carpets etc. They also saw kala
cotton and wool weaving process.
TThe next place they visited was
Ajrakhpur where they saw the
breathtaking process of making Ajrakh
Printing by the master craftsman Dr.
Ismail Khatri. Later, they visited a small
village Kukma where the master
Artisan Tejsinhhbhai who showed his
art of Kharad weaving.
Students learnt a lot and were
beneﬁtted by such practical exposure.
Assistant Director Khushboo Bharati,
Associate Professor Manish Patel and
Assistant Professor Meenakshi Verma
accompanied students on this study
trip.

A group of students from the School of Fashion Design, UID have won the runners-up
title in the Blithchron's Fashion Show event 'Panache' presented by IIT Gandhinagar.
The fashion divas of UID walked the ramp and showcased collections from UG Sem 6
and UG Sem 8 jointly with PGFSC Sem 2. Heartiest congratulations to all the
participants and the esteemed faculty who guided and encouraged these aspiring
designers.

EDITORIAL
WORKSHOP
School of Fashion Design- MFSC Semester 1.

Today, fashion is not only innovative in
producing new looks—it also witnesses
diffusion of cultural practices. A cultural
symbol in one country might end up as a
fashion statement in another. A fashionable
garment is an amalgamation of several dress
separates with a certain number of implicit
variants such as form, movement, stiffness,
identity, etc. which constitutes a whole
comprising several elements. The fashion
theorists consider it as a case of symbolic
interactionism, where every individual makes
decisions and forms opinions from their own
interpretation and evaluation.

An editorial workshop was conducted by
faculties, Marius Janusauskas and Nandita
Shah, along with photographer Nisarg
Gandhi and hair/ make-up artist Shivangi
Gupta.
During the fashion editorial workshop
students had a unique opportunity to work
with professionals to build up an editorial
fashion story. Students learned to select
fashion models, source clothing and
accessories as well as to complete fashion
looks in respect to the latest trends.
The Fashion editorial shoot has been
published in Picton Magazine in January
2020 issue (EU) and The Fox Magazine
online (US).
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